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TYPE OF ACCIDENT: Auto versus fixed object
LOCATION OF ACCIDENT: 3925 S. Jones Boulevard
DATE OF ACCIDENT: 09/15/2020  TIME: 08:49 AM  EVENT #: 200900065456

Number: 1  Driver: Pending Notification  Injury: Fatal
Address: Las Vegas, NV  Age: 52, Female
Vehicle Information: 2017 Ford Passenger Bus

COLLISION DETAILS:

On 9/15/2020 at 0849 hours a fatal collision occurred at 3925 S. Jones Blvd. An RTC Paratransit Bus, was entering the gated Jones entrance to the Destinations Apartments. A 1999 GMC pickup was unoccupied, parked under an awning in the apartment parking lot south of the entrance. The bus pulled up to the gate and the driver exited to enter a code in the keypad. The driver failed to put the bus in park, and it began to roll forward. The driver attempted to gain control of the bus and was knocked down as the bus went through the gate and continued. The driver was run over by the rear wheels of the bus. The bus continued, struck and went under the overhang of a parking awning, and struck the right side of the GMC pickup. Medical responded and declared Driver 1 deceased without transport. This crash remains under investigation by the LVMPD Fatal Detail.